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Bathroom equipment solutions, 
fulfilling wishes of each client. 
In collaboration with architects, 
designers or installers, we get 
involved in every step of a project, 
covering all phases comprising it.
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Ramón Esteve Estudio
Foster + Partners

Zaha Hadid Design
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners

Luis Vidal + Architects
Simone Micheli Architectural Hero

ARCHITECTS AND
DESIGNERS HAVE

WORKED WITH NOKEN
TO TRANSFORM
THE BATHROOM
INTO A UNIQUE

MULTISENSORIAL
EXPERIENCE
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Foster + PartnersRamón Esteve

Zaha Hadid

Simone Micheli

Patrik Schumacher

Richard Rogers & Luis Vidal
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OUR HISTORY
Porcelanosa was founded over 40 years ago in a small village by the Mediterranean Sea in Castellon, Spain. 
Since then, they have been providing architectural and design solutions to consumers and the A&D community 
with unparalleled innovation, quality, and service. The family who originally founded Porcelanosa back in 1973 
still runs it today under the same core values of work ethics and integrity.

PORCELANOSA IN THE WORLD
Porcelanosa has experienced incredible growth over the years and today their global presence extends 
to over 140 countries through more than 400 company owned showrooms, distribution centers and an 
extensive network of independent distributors and retailers. Porcelanosa’s unique distribution method allows 
them to bring you the latest in European design well ahead of independent distributors.
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PORCELANOSA

NOKEN VALUES

R&D
Noken researches new developments for 
creating and applying new technologies, 

constantly updating itself.

GROUP SYNERGIES
Noken shares knowhow with Porcelanosa Group. 

Therefore experts, criteria, and objectives are 
planned as a single brand with a comprehensive 

bathroom concept.

ECO-SUSTAINABLE
Noken Ceramic® has the WATER LABEL 

and WATER SENSE certifications. Production 
processes are regulated by the ISO14001 

standard. Packaging is recycled as per 
ECOEMBES.

NOKEN PRODUCTION CYCLE
Noken cares for the product, from the raw 

material to the end of its service life, through 
the development, production, or customer 

satisfaction among other things.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS
Noken establishes partnerships and maintains 

stable relationships with its stakeholders. Proof 
of this is the commitment to the 10 principles of 

the Global Compact; in the areas of human rights, 
labor standards, environment, and fight against 

corruption.

FLEXIBLE DESIGN
The R&D+i Department works with leading 

architects and highly complex designs, creating 
bathroom concepts that are ahead of their time.

PROCESS CONTROL

DESIGN + ARCHITECTURE

CUSTOM SIZE

VARIETY OF FINISHES

DURABILITY

ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

MAXIMUM CHROME

COMFORT MOVE SELECTED RAW MATERIAL COMPACTED CERAMICS AT 1250º

PLANIMETRICS

CHEMICAL RESISTANT

EASY CLEANING

100% HYGIENE

NK PROTECT
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SUSTAINABILITY / ECOLOGY

Waterforest is the concept Noken Porcelanosa Bathrooms propose for 
sustainability in the bathroom. We provide you the necessary tools for 
your commitment with the environment without missing design and 
quality.

Eco-sustainable tourism is booming. According to a study published 
by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), a third of travellers 
prefer sustainable tourist destinations, and eight out of ten opt for 
accommodations under sustainable practices that ensured energy 
efficiency.

What about an eco-friendly hotel
for the next holidays?
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ECO-FLOW ECO-START ECO-FLUSH

STANDARD
20l/min x 5 min

100l
12l/min x 0,5 min

6l
9l/f x 1 f

9l/f

NOKEN
7l/min x 5 min 

35l
5l/min x 0,5 min

2,5l
4,5/3l/f x 1 f

3,5l/f

Noken Porcelanosa Bathrooms is committed to protecting 
the environment.  Its sustainable equipment helps the 
accommodation to achieve a higher score in criteria such 
as Leed or Breeam, which internationally certify sustainable 
buildings.

Noken contributes to the certification of sustainable hotels. 
This firm collaborates with its ECO bathroom equipment 
to comply with international guidelines, such as Leed and 
Breeam, Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design 
and Building Research Establishment Environmental 
Assessment Method, respectively. These systems with 
points or stars measure criteria such as:  innovation, the 
materials and the efficient energy and water use in order to 
give hallmark scales.

Diverse global developers and world class hotels have 
already worked with Porcelanosa Bathrooms in relation to 
the compliance of these certificates, both in efficiency and 
savings and the added-value for its accommodations.

Noken’s equipment helps buildings to save water 
and energy, as well as obtaining efficient architecture 
certifications such as LEED and BREEAM.

Did you know Noken Porcelanosa Bathrooms products
could help you save up to 65 % in water costs?

Sustainability certificates for buildings.

BREEAM & LEED
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Noken Porcelanosa Bathrooms
All around the world we manufacture ceramic sanitaryware, 
bathroom furniture, accessories, bathtubs and everything 
need in bathroom equipment. Our strict quality standards 
are applied in all our production plants. We are present in 
five continents with distribution organizations.

From NOKEN Academy we offer training to the installer 
and the staff responsible of the maintenance, to ensure 
proper coordination during all project phases.

ADVANCED
PROFESSIONAL

SERVICE

From our sales department we offer 
personal attention according to the 
needs of each client.
Our sales managers are frequently visiting their asigned 
geographical areas, to personally attend the suggestions 
and concerns of our customers, following up with them 
about the new upcoming products and services available 
at Noken.

On the other hand, customer and after-sales service, 
are responsible to solve their doubts and any issue that 
may arise during the budget process, orders, purchase, 
installation, etc.

SECURITY STOCKS PER PROJECT FOR 
IMMEDIATE SUPPLY OF SPARE PARTS

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
BATHROOM

AFTER-SALES SERVICE IN MORE THAN 120 
COUNTRIES

INDIVIDUAL AND PERSONALIZED AFTER-
SALES SERVICE

HOTEL TECHNICAL ADVICE FOR 
MAINTENACE

FIRST START-UP. TRAINING COURSE TO 
FITTERS

MOCK UP ROOM SUPPLY
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NOKEN ADVANTAGES

Noken Porcelanosa Bathrooms specializes in sanitaryware 
and bathroom fittings belong to the Porcelanosa Group.
Noken brings sophisticated design on taps, sanitaryware, 
baths, brassware, basins, radiators, bathrooms furniture 
and accessories with complete concept, pursuing complete 
customer satisfaction, guaranteeing them our best quality, 
design and innovation.

The bathroom has evolved greatly in recent years, 
becoming one of the most important areas in current 
architecture, and one of those inspiring architects and 
designers from all around the world. 

Noken’s emphasis at design and its commitment to quality 
are the hallmarks of all its products, bringing an exclusive 
touch to bathrooms worldwide and situating Noken at the 
bathroom field forefront sector.
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12L/min.  -00% 5L/min.  -55%

7 l/min 5 l/min 3,5 l/min 2 l/min 12 l/min 9 l/min 6 l/min

Spray ECO

3,5L/min  -70% 5L/min  -55%

12L/min - 0%

7L/min  -40%

2L/min  -83% 3,5L/min  -70% ø

Cartridge life Requirements Kerox Cartridges tested for:

EN817 70.000 cycles + 175.000 cycles

ASME A 112.18.1 CSA B125.1 500.000 cycles + 1.000.000 cycles

ECO-START
On main position the tap only supplies cold water, preventing continued 

heaters use, reducing energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

KEROX CARTRIDGE
Worldwild known Kerox cartridges stand out for the smoothness and 
reliability of their discs. The resistance tests of its useful life reach the 

million cycles. That means double time  more effiency than the most severe 
regulations applies.

MAXIMUM CHROME
All Noken taps are protected by a double nickel and chrome layer:

· 10 MICRON NICKEL          · 0.25 MICRON CHROME

FLOW RATE 5L/M
A comon 3 bar brassware has a 12 l/min flow rate. Whit the aereator Plus 

water consume is reduced by 55% reaching only 5 l/min.

12L/min.  -00% 5L/min.  -55%

BRASSWARE

FLOW REGULATORS

TABLE OF FLOW REGULATORS FOR BASIN TAPS TABLE OF FLOW REGULATORS FOR SHOWERS

consumption and saving for basin and bidet taps

ECO areator

standard - no ECO
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I+D

SMART BOX PROJECT LINE

· Rain
· Cascade
· Central jet
· Handshower
· Jets
· Tub spout

MIXER OR THERMOSTATIC

SIMBOLS CAN BE CHANGED

INTUITIVE SYSTEM

UPT TO 3 FUNCTIONS AT THE SAME TIME INTEGRATED SERVICE STOPS

FAST AND EASY INSTALLATION

COMBINES WITH A WIDE RANGE
OF FUNCTIONS

HIGH PERFORMACE,
800.000 CYCLES TESTED

SHOWER

Change shower functions with a gentle touch. The Touch & Feel system 
is a new patented shower concept that stands out for its user-friendly and 
intuitive use that activates the shower experience you desire with a simple 
touch. This revolutionary system allows you to activate several functions 
simultaneously, while maintaining an excellent flow in each of the outputs. 
The user can combine functions such as rain and waterfall at the same time, 
or rain and jets.

The technology for the Touch & Feel shower is the outcome of the 
continuous research carried out by the R & D Department to develop a 
system that facilitates the user’s daily life in the shower and meets the highest 
design requirements. To guarantee its quality and long lifetime, it has been 
subjected to pressure resistance tests up to 50 bar and resistance tests for 
push-buttons with more than 800,000 cycles.
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HIDDEN FIXING KIT
A hidden fixing kit makes the cleaning much 

easier.

EFFICIENT FLUSH
This technology, through two water outlets, 

clears the interior of the entire toilet, increasing 
the efficiency of the product and reaching all 

corners.

NOKEN CERAMIC
A special coating makes the ceramic solid and 

unalterable. Firing process at 1250º. A total 
hygienic barrier creates a smooth and clean 

surface.

ECO FLUSH
Noken toilets promote sustainability and water 

saving in the bathroom.

SPACE SAVER
If you are struggling for floor space in a small 
bathroom, a space saving toilet is the solution 

you need.

EASY CLEAN
The elimination of the rim guarantees greater 

continuity of the toilet internal surfaces, 
facilitating its cleaning and less use of 

disinfectants.

COMPACT
Same performance in a more compact shape.

SANITARYWARE
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SOFT
CLOSE

TAKE-OFF SYSTEM
To ensure easy cleaning of sanitaryware ceramics, the hinges allow us to 

remove the seat comfortably and without any effort.

SOFT CLOSE SYSTEM
The progressive and damped automatic closing system, used at these 

models, means the end of the unpleasant sound by sudden closing. Just by 
a soft hand touch, the seat and the cover close quietly and rhythmically, as if 

the weight would not matter.

NK HYGIENE
Noken uses a new system to ensure the hygiene of their seats and covers. 

Any surface in a public area can become a focus of bacteria and viruses. 
High humidity degree at bathrooms, make them one of the most propitious 

spaces for microorganisms proliferation.

SOFT-CLOSE CARTRIDGES
· Durability tested (50,000 cycles).
· Smooth and efficiently operation.

· Full integrated with the seat and cover.
· Silent (no risk of friction sounds).

· Easily removable through the Take-Off / Lift-off hinges.
· Maximum hygiene, there are no nooks and crannies.

· Easy to assemble.
· Safety bindings between all pieces.

SEAT & COVER
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SOFT TOUCH

HIGH HARDNESS

REPAIRABLE

TAILORED SHOWER TRAYS

HYGIENIC & ANTIBACTERIAL

ANTI-SLIP

EASY CLEANCHESMITRY RESISTANCE

THERMAL RESISTANCE

SHOWER TRAYS

The revolution in shower trays with elegant 
designs and the possibility of custom cutting. 
Exquisite slate finish, with multiple technical 
characteristics. Characterized by its lightness and 
reduced thickness.
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OUTSIDE

All the components of the Outside bathtubs are fully prepared to the 
exterior.

Noken Porcelanosa Bathrooms offers two of our best seller bathtubs to outdoor spaces, Soleil Round and 
Soleil Square. The high quality and design of the panels guarantee the durability and resistance of the bathtub, 
taking care of the design and mimicking the exterior.

Air+W and Air options are available to offer an unique experience.

All the components are fully prepared for the exterior. Bathtubs are made in high resistant acrylic material 
suitable for exterior. All the fixtures such as mixer, overflow trim or drain are made in AISI 316 stainless steal 
for outdoor use. We also include a cover to ensure a proper protection against external threats such us sun, 
rain or snow, and extend the lifetime of the bathtub.

Maximum comfort in a new space

white_dark grey

Soleil Square Soleil RoundSoleil Square
Soleil Round

white_oak fib white_oak hpl

Air+W
In addition to the Air function, this bathtub includes 

a heater that maintains the water temperature 
between 38-40º.

Air
The blower makes the air jet inside the bathtub 

create a soft and enveloping massage.
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Sanitaryware

Cisterns Mirrors

Accessories

Basins

Bathtubs

Showers

Shower trays

Basin mixer

Towel warmers

Bath filler

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
FOR THE BATHROOM

Offering a pick and mix product lines.
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Protur Naisa Palma Hotel - Palma de Mallorca (Spain)
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HOTELS

HOTELS Wall hung pan / MINIMAL wall bracket with outlet elbow / HOTELS handshower / RONDO 
shower head arm ceiling mounted / HOTELS Single lever concealed bath shower mixer / NEPTUNE SLIM 
RONDO Rain shower head / HOTELS Wall hung basin / HOTELS Wood legs / HOTELS Single lever basin 

mixer / HOTELS Mirror with light strip illuminated by LEDs /
HOTELS bottle trap / MINERAL STONE SERIES shower tray
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Hotel Project - Paris (France)
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PROJECT TECH

PROJECT TECH Worktop / TONO High spout single lever basin mixer / FORMA RETTO Countertop basin 
/ LOUNGE Mirror / NK CONCEPT Wall hung pan /

TONO shower column / LIGHT STONE SERIES shower tray
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Hotel Project - Cancún (Mexico)
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PURE LINE

PURE LINE WOOD floor mounted vanity / PURE LINE wall hung thin basin / PURE LINE WOOD mirror with 
light and shelf / URBAN C wall hung pan / PURE LINE single lever basin mixer / PURE LINE freestanding 

bathtub / SMART Thermostatic shower column
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Hotel Project - London (United kingdom)
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SQUARE

SQUARE Metal black matte console / ROUND single lever basin mixer / SQUARE wall hung basin / ROUND 
freestanding tub filler / TONO freestanding bathtub / SQUARE Rain shower head / ARQUITECT C/C pan / 

ARQUITECT Bidet
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Lakasa Restaurant - Madrid (Spain)
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FORMA

PROJECT WOOD Worktop / FORMA RONDO Countertop basin / NK CONCEPT High spout single lever 
basin mixer / HOTELS bottle trap / SMART LINE Mirror / ACRO Urinal
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Private House - New York (United States)
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LOUNGE

LOUNGE Shower composition / SOLEIL SQUARE Bath / LOUNGE wall hung pan / LOUNGE Concealed 
ceiling shower head / LOUNGE Thermostatic / FORMA OVAL Recessed basin / LOUNGE Wall mounted 

basin mixer / SMART LINE Mirror
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Conrad  New York

Hyatt Ziva Cancun  Cancún

Radisson Blue  India

Royalton  Jamaica

AC Marriot Chicago Downtown  Chicago

Radisson Red  MinneapolisNH Palacio Miramar  Málaga

Kimpton  Holanda

PROJECTS
Interior designers and bathroom professionals worldwide  like Noken’s quality 
and design. Either for the creation of a private bathroom, a luxurious spa, a 
luxury hotel or an office building. Noken is synonymous of innovation design, 
variety and versatility.

Our extensive collections are as diverse as the tastes of our customers 
and allow the creation of any style and design in the bathroom: unique and 
personal, a combination which is always perfect and harmonious. Noken 
bathroom fittings are present where quality design and respectful water use 
are considered fundamental values.
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*****KEMPINSKI HOTEL MOIKA 22 - San Petersburgo (Russia)
*****GRAND HOTEL KEMPINSKI GENEVA & SPA - Ginebra (Switzerland)
*****GRAND HOTEL KEMPINSKI HIGH TATRAS - Strbske Pleso (Slovakia)
*****KEMPINSKI HOTEL CATHEDRAL SQUARE - Vilnius (Lithuania)
*****KEMPINSKI HOTEL ROYAL PALACE AGADIR - Agadir (Morocco)
*****HOTEL BALTSCHUG KEMPINSKI MOSCOW - Moscow (Russia)
*****KEMPINSKI HOTEL HYBERNSKA PRAGUE - Praga (Czech Republic)
*****KEMPINSKI HOTEL CORVINUS - Budapest (Hungary)
*****H. IBEROSTAR PARAÍSO DEL MAR - Rivera Maya (Mexico)
*****H. IBEROSTAR GRAND HOTEL PARAISO - Bávaro (R. Dominicana)
*****H. MELIÀ - Braga (Portugal)
*****H. HILTON MALTA - St. Julians (Malta)
*****H. HILTON EDINBURGH - Edimburgo (UK)
*****H. HILTON BUDAPEST - Budapest (Hungary)
*****H. H10 OCEAN MAYA ROYALE - Playa del Carmen, Riviera Maya (Mexico)
*****H. CROWNE PLAZA - Liege (Belgium)
*****H. ROYAL CATALONIA BÁVARO - Punta Cana (R. Dominicana)
*****H. MARRIOTT - París (France)
*****H. HABENDA - Poznan (Polonia)
*****H. ESMERALDA RESORT - Campeche Playa (Mexico)
*****H. COLESSIO - Glasgow (UK)
*****H. CAMPECHE PLAYA GOLF MARINA - Campeche (Mexico)
*****SHERATON - Argel (Argelia)
*****H. BARRANDOV HILLS - Praga (Czech Republic)
*****H. RADISSON - New Delhi (India)
*****HOTEL DAS STUE - Berlin (Germany)
*****HOTEL GRAND VELAS RIVIERA MAYA - Playa del Carmen, R. Maya (Mexico)
*****HOTEL CAMINO REAL Aeropuerto Mexico - (Mexico)
*****PALMEIRAS RESORT apartamentos - Tavira (Portugal)
*****AC BAQUEIRA - Baqueira (Spain)
*****BARCELO SABCTI PETRI SPA RESORT - Chiclana (Spain)
*****HOTEL THE WESTIN - Valencia (Spain)
*****HOTEL MELIA BARCELONA - Barcelona (Spain)
*****HOTEL LOS MONTEROS - Marbella (Spain)
*****HOTEL NAGARI - Vigo (Spain)
*****HOTEL JUMEIRAH - Mallorca (Spain)
*****H. WESTIN - Valencia (Spain)
****H. ABBA QUEEN’S GATE - London (UK)
****H. ABBA MONTPARNASSE - París (France)
****H. BARCELO - Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic)
****H. H10 LONDON WATERLOO - London (UK)
****H. CITY INN - London (UK)
****H. CITY INN - Leeds (UK)
****H. CITY INN - Amsterdam (Holanda)
****H. CROWNE PLAZA - Birmingham (UK)
****H. MARTIN´S GRAND - Waterloo (Belgium)
****H. MARTIN’S - Bruselas (Belgium)
****H. HOLIDAY INN - Estrasburgo (France)
****H. HOLIDAY INN - Belgrado (Serbia)
****HOTEL EBURON - Tongeren (Belgium)
****H. CARBON - Genk (Belgium)
****H. PULLMAN PALMARIVA - Marrakech (Morocco)
****H. FURADOURO-Boutique Hotel Beach & SPA - Furadouro (Portugal)
****H. LIDO PALACE - Piamonte (Italy)
****H. FOR YOU - Milán (Italy)

****H. DORINT NOVOTEL - Roissy (France)
****H. LE MARINA SAINTE MARGUERITTE - Pornichet (France)
****H. CLARION CARRE SENART - Lie(USA)int (France)
****H. GOLDEN REEF - St Barthelemy (France)
****H. BRUSSEL’S - Val D’Isere (France)
****H. PULLMAN - Versailles (France)
****H. PULLMAN - Marrakech (Morocco)
****H. DE BOURGTHEROULDE - Rouen (France)
****H. GRAN CASINO - Kortrijk (Belgium)
****H. GALGORM RESORT & SPA - Galgorm (UK)
****H. DANUBIUS - London (UK)
****H. BRIT HOTEL BELFORT - Nantes (France)
****DANUBIUS HOTEL “Regents Park” - London (UK)
****COTSWOLD WATER PARK_For Pillars Hotels - (UK)
****COMFORT HOTEL STRASBOURG ATHENA SPA - Strasbourg (France)
****HOTEL ABODE EXETER - Exeter (UK)
****HOTEL POPPENBÜTTELER HOF - Hamburg (Germany)
****HOTEL CONRAD - Manhattan (USA)
****R2 BAHÍA PLAYA - Tarajalejo, Fuerteventura (Spain)
****HOTEL IL CORAZZIERE - Milan (Italy)
****DEMETRA ART HOTEL - San Petersburgo (Russia)
****ANTARES HOTEL RUBENS - Milan (Italy)
****UPTOWN PALACE - Milan (Italy)
****ABBA GRANADA - Granada (Spain)
****ABBA HUESCA - Huesca (Spain)
****AC CORDOBA - Cordoba (Spain)
****AC HOTEL SANTS - MARRIOTT - Barcelona (Spain)
****AC MARRIOTT HOTEL CUZCO - Madrid (Spain)
****BARCELO COSTA BALLENA - Rota (Spain)
****HOTEL & SPA EL MIRADOR DE ULZAMA - Navarra (Spain)
****HOTEL V VEJER DE LA FRONTERA - Vejer de la Frontera (Spain)
****HOTEL ANDALUCIA CENTER - Granada (Spain)
****HOTEL ALJIBE - Granada (Spain)
****HOTEL CORDOBA CENTER - Cordoba (Spain)
****HOTEL INTUR ALCAZAR DE SAN JUAN - Ciudad Real (Spain)
****HOTEL PETIT PALACE MARQUES SANTA ANA - Sevilla (Spain)
****GBB HOTEL FRONT MARITIM - Barcelona (Spain)
****HIGH TECH PETIT PALACE SABOY ALFONSO XII - Madrid (Spain)
****HIGH TECH PETIT PALACE OPERA GARDEN - Barcelona (Spain)
****HOTEL BAHIA DEL ESTE - Mallorca (Spain)
****HOTEL MEDITERRANEAN BAY - Lluçamayor (Spain)
****HOTEL GLOBALES SUMBA - Mallorca (Spain)
****HOTEL LA CANTERA_AGORA - Peñiscola (Spain)
****HOTEL ROSA VICTORIA - Murcia (Spain)
****HOTEL BE LIVE PLAYA LA ARENA - Tenerife (Spain)
****HOTELES MEDITERRANEO ACUAZUL - Peñiscola (Spain)
****HOTEL PIOLETS PARK & SPA Soldeu - Andorra (Spain)
****HOTEL RIVIERA beach - Benidorm (Spain)
****AYRE HOTEL ASTORIA PALACE - Valencia (Spain)
****VILLA NAZULES HIPICA SPA - Toledo (Spain)
***H. HOLIDAY INN - Illkirch (France)
***H. HOLIDAY INN - Villeurbanne (France)
***H. MERCURE - Cabourg (France)
***MERCURE VERSAILLES CHATEAU - Versalles (France)
...
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NOKEN DESIGN, S.A.
Carretera CV-20 Km. 2 · 12540 Vila-real · Castellón · Spain

Tel: +34 964 50 64 50 · e-mail: noken@noken.com

www.noken.com
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